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BOSE�EINSTEIN EFFECT FROM ASYMMETRICSOURCES IN MONTE CARLO GENERATORSK. Fiaªkowski and R. WitM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived January 4, 2001)We disuss the implementations of the Bose�Einstein e�et from asym-metri soures in Monte Carlo generators. A omparison of LEP data withresults from the PYTHIA/JETSET ode with the standard proedure imi-tating the e�et and with the results from the weight method (with weightsdepending in various ways on omponents of momenta di�erenes) is pre-sented. We show that in this last method one an reprodue the experi-mental hierarhy of the soure radii.PACS numbers: 13.65.+i, 13.90.+i1. Introdutory remarksReently one observes a renewal of interest in analysing the spae�timestruture of soures in multipartile prodution by means of Bose�Einstein(BE) interferene [1℄. Suh analysis followed the example of astrophysialinvestigations of Hanbury-Brown and Twiss [2℄. The main motivation ofthis renewal was the analysis of the e+e� !W+W� proess whih beameavailable at the LEP2. It was suggested [3, 4℄ that the BE interferene(and/or olour reonnetion e�ets) between the strings from two W deaysmay shift the W mass value �tted from the two jet mass distributions byas muh as a few hundred MeV, thus making this hannel useless for pre-ise tests of the standard model. However, other investigations suggestedthat suh a big shift is unlikely [5�7℄. Experimentally, the existene ofinterferene e�ets between strings is still debatable [8℄.Investigating suh subtle e�ets beame possible when instead of thestandard approah [9℄ one started to model this e�et in Monte Carlo gener-ators. There are several methods of modelling: as the �afterburner� for whihthe original MC provides a soure [10, 11℄, by shifting the momenta [12℄ orby adding weights to generated events [13, 14℄. Another approah was setforward by Andersson and ollaborators who used the symmetrisation inside(1233)



1234 K. Fiaªkowski, R. Witfragmenting string [15℄ to model the e�et for a single string [16℄. Here weonsider the most widely used methods of shifting momenta and weightingevents.Another reason to analyse the BE e�et were the e�orts to estimate sizeand shape of soure of partile prodution in various proesses (in partiularfor oming RHIC data). The analysis of BE e�et in 3 dimensions is sup-posed to re�et the spatial soure asymmetry. Suh analysis was done forthe LEP data at the Z0 peak [17℄ whih have very high statistis and goodauray.In this paper we ompare the 3-dimensional data for BE e�et fromLEP with the results of the standard momentum shifting proedure and ofthe weight method. In the next setion we present the data disussing indetail the de�nitions and the proedures used by the experimental groups.In the third setion we ompare them with the results obtained from thePYTHIA/JETSET MC generator using the original proedure modelling thee�et by momentum shifting and with the results from the weight methodwith weights independent on spatial orientation of momenta. Fourth setionontains the results for asymmetri weights. Our onlusions are presentedin the last setion. 2. Experimental dataAlthough the disussion of the shape of asymmetri soures in the frame-work of BE interferene onerned most often the heavy ion ollisions, thebest experimental data with highest statistis exist for the e+e� annihi-lation at the Z0 peak. In the following we onentrate our attention onthe L3 data [18℄ whih disuss the ratios using �unorrelated bakground�and three di�erent radii to parametrise the data. The DELPHI data [19℄ areparametrised with only two radii, and the OPAL data [20℄ use the like/unlikeratio whih requires a ut o� of the resonane a�eted regions even in doubleratios.As in the L3 paper [18℄ we use for eah pair of idential pions threeomponents of the invariant Q2 = �(p1 � p2)2: Q2L; Q2out; Q2side de�ned inthe LCMS (Longitudinal Centre-of-Mass System), where the sum of three� vetor momenta is perpendiular to the thrust axis. The Qout omponentis measured along this sum, the QL along the thrust axis, and Qside is theprojetion of Q on the axis perpendiular to these two diretions [18, 21℄.



Bose-Einstein E�et from Asymmetri Soures : : : 1235We de�ne a �double ratio� in the same way as in the L3 paper using areferene sample from mixed events:R2(p1; p2) = �2�mix2�MC2�mix;MC2 : (1)This �double ratio� is parametrised byR2(QL; Qout; Qside) = [1 + ÆQL + "Qout + �Qside℄� �1 + � exp(�R2LQ2L �R2outQ2out �R2sideQ2side � 2�L;outRLRoutQLQout)� :(2)The �rst braket re�ets possible traes of long-distane orrelations; thelast term in the seond braket seems to be negligible when �tting data andwill be omitted in the following.By �tting the parameters RL and Rside we get some information on thegeometri radii in the longitudinal and transverse diretions (respetive tothe thrust axis). Rout re�ets both the spatial extension and time durationof the emission proess.In the L3 data the �t region in all three variables extends to 1.04 GeVand is divided into 13 bins, whih gives 2197 points �tted with 8 parameters.The �t parameters Æ; " and � are rather small; this means that the observedBE enhanement is rather well approximated with a Gaussian. The valueof the parameter � is �tted as 0:41 � 0:01.The �tted values of radii (in fm) are as follows:RL=0:74 � 0:02+0:04�0:03 ; Rout=0:53 � 0:02+0:05�0:06 ; Rside=0:59 � 0:01+0:03�0:13 :We see lear evidene for soure elongation: Rside=RL is smaller than oneby more than four standard deviations.It is instrutive to inspet the projetions of the double ratio on the threeaxes QL, Qout and Qside. This is done by restriting the values of two othervariables to less than 0.24 GeV, plotting the histograms in the third variablein bins of width 0.08 GeV and onstruting the double ratio in this variable.The results are shown in Fig. 1 as presented by the L3 ollaboration [18℄.The values of double ratios fall down smoothly from the maxima of about1.25 at Qi lose to zero to the plateau at 1. It is rather di�ult to see thedi�erenes between three plots, but superposing them one may note thatthe fall is fastest for QL as expeted from the fat that the �tted value ofparameter RL is bigger than the values of Rout and Rside quoted above.
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Fig. 1. Projetions of the double ratio (1) from the data of the L3 ollaboration onthe three axes QL, Qout and Qside.3. Asymmetri e�ets from symmetri modelsThe geometri interpretation of data requires a omparison with theresults from the standard MC proedures modelling the BE e�et. In theL3 paper suh an analysis is given for the standard LUBOEI proedure builtinto the JETSET Monte Carlo generator. This proedure modi�es the �nalstate by a shift of momenta for eah pair of idential pions. The shift isalulated to enhane low values of Q2 and to reprodue the experimentalratio in this variable. The funtion de�ning this shift isf �Q2� = 1 + �in exp ��R20Q2� : (3)The superposition of the proedure for all the pairs and subsequentresaling (restoring the energy onservation) makes the onnetion betweenthe parameters of the shift �in; R0 and the parameters desribing the re-



Bose-Einstein E�et from Asymmetri Soures : : : 1237sulting double ratio in Q2 R2 �Q2� = �2�mix2�MC2�mix;MC2 (4)(whih may be parametrised analogously to (3)) rather indiret.Using the JETSET parameters adjusted to all the L3 data and theLUBOEI parameters �tted to desribe the BE ratio in Q2 the authors ofthe L3 paper alulated the same quantities as measured in the experiment.The projetions of R2 are qualitatively very similar to the experimentalones. However, the �t to the 3-dimensional distribution gives results di�er-ent from data. The ratio Rside=RL is not smaller but greater than one; the�tted values (in fm) are:RL = 0:71� 0:01 ; Rout = 0:58 � 0:01 ; Rside = 0:75 � 0:01 :We on�rmed these numbers in our alulations. We found also that theresults are sensitive to the JETSET parameters. Using the default valuesinstead of the L3 values we obtained a signi�antly smaller value of Rout(below 0.5) and signi�antly smaller �. Other values are less a�eted andRside=RL is still bigger than 1.We have also heked how the results depend on the soure radius R0 andon the inoherene parameter �in assumed in the LUBOEI input funtion(3). In all ases we get Rside > RL > Rout, although the input funtion wasobviously symmetri. The values of Rside and RL are proportional to R0,whereas Rout hanges muh less; the dependene on �in is very weak. Theoutput value of � dereases quite strongly with inreasing R0 and inreaseswith �in. No hoie of input parameters gives the values of Ri ompatiblewith data. This is shown in Fig. 2(a).Another interesting observation is that to �t the L3 data one needs� = 1:5, whih is beyond the physially aeptable value of 1. This supportsour doubts about usefulness of the LUBOEI proedure in understanding theexperimental results (although ertainly it is the most pratial desriptionof data).In fat, there is one more degree of freedom in the presription for mod-elling the BE e�et: the de�nition of diret pions. Sine the deay produtsof long-living resonanes and of partiles deaying by eletroweak intera-tions are born far from the original ollision point, their e�etive soure sizeis muh bigger than that for diret pions. Thus they ontribute to the BEe�et for momentum di�erenes muh below the experimental resolution andshould not be taken into aount.In the LUBOEI proedure this distintion is made by the deay widthof unstable partiles: only pions from the deay of partiles with the width
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(a) (b)Fig. 2. Fit parameters � and Ri as funtions of the input parameters (a) for theLUBOEI proedure, (b) for the weight method. Experimental values are shown ona separate vertial axis.above 20 MeV and the diret ones are inluded in the momentum shift-ing proedure. Obviously, this is just a rough presription whih may behanged, and the values of �t parameters may hange then quite strongly.The user of the proedure should be aware that (aording to author's warn-ing) it works properly only when alled from LUEXEC; if LUBOEI is alleddiretly from the master program, all pions are regarded as the diret ones.The problems of LUBOEI proedure in desribing the asymmetry ofexperimental distributions are not the �rst ones noted in appliations todesribe various data. It has been already indiated that the proedurewith parameters �tted to the two-partile data fails to reprodue the three-partile spetra [22℄ and the semi-inlusive data [23℄. Moreover, as alreadynoted, the �tted values of parameters needed in the input funtion (3) arequite di�erent from the values one would get �tting the resulting doubleratio (4) to the same form [24, 25℄. Thus, it seems to be di�ult to learnsomething reliable on the spae�time struture of the soure from the valuesof the �t parameters in this proedure.



Bose-Einstein E�et from Asymmetri Soures : : : 1239All this led to a revival of weight methods, known for quite a longtime [26℄, but plagued also with many pratial problems. The methodis learly justi�ed with in the formalism of the Wigner funtions, whih al-lows one to represent (after some simplifying assumptions) any distributionwith the BE e�et built in as a produt of the original distribution and theweight fator, depending on the �nal state momenta [13℄. With an extraassumption on fatorisation in momentum spae we may write the weightfator for a �nal state with n idential bosons asW (p1; : : : pn) =X nYi=1w2(pi; pP (i)) ; (5)where the sum extends over all permutations Pn(i) of n elements, andw2(pi; pk) is a two-partile weight fator re�eting the e�etive soure size.Problems with an enormous number of possible terms in this sum may beured by a proper lustering proedure [14℄. A reasonable desription of thee�et in Q2 is obtained with a simple Gaussian form of the weight fatorw2(p1; p2) = exp ��(p1 � p2)2R202 � ; (6)or, even simpler, a step funtion form with w2 = 1 for some range of�(p1 � p2)2 < 1=R20 and w2 = 0 outside [27℄.In this method we may repeat the same alulation as done for theLUBOEI proedure. Obviously the weights may be alulated for the eventsgenerated by any MC generator, but here we restrit ourselves to the resultsfrom the same PYTHIA/JETSET ode whih was used above. The result-ing double ratios are not that smooth and monotonially dereasing as inthe data or from the LUBOEI proedure (whih is the usual drawbak ofthe weight methods). However, the major features are surprisingly similar:with weight fators depending only on Q2 we get di�erent values of �ttedRi parameters. Moreover, the hierarhy of parameters is the same:Rside > RL > Rout. This suggests that the asymmetry is generated bythe jet-like struture of �nal states and not by any spei� features of theproedure modelling the BE e�et. In Fig. 2(b) we show the values of the�t parameters as funtions of R0 for a Gaussian as well as the �-like weightfators. Again, no hoie of the input parameters allows to desribe thedata.The omparison of two methods is not straightforward. In partiular,one should make sure that the same de�nition of �diret� pions is used.The weights are alulated after the event was fully generated (and all thedeays of unstable partiles ourred). Therefore, one should de�ne thepions whih are ounted as diret ones. We did it by enumerating partiles



1240 K. Fiaªkowski, R. Witwhih ontribute signi�antly to the pion prodution and live too long fortheir deay produts to produe a visible BE e�et (using the same limit fordeay width as in LUBOEI). If one enumerates the short-living resonanesand adds their deay produts to the diret pions, one should rememberthat this list is di�erent in various options of JETSET (e.g. the option usedby the L3 ollaboration takes into aount mesons built from quarks withnon-zero orbital momentum, whih are negleted in the default version).The results presented in this setion suggest that one should be arefulwith the geometri interpretation of the data. If one gets asymmetri dis-tributions from the generator without assuming expliitly spae asymmetryof the soure, it is not lear how the assumed asymmetry will be re�etedin the results. 4. Asymmetri weightsOne may get more information on the problem of asymmetri BE e�etin MC generators using the asymmetri weight method, i.e. introduingweight fators whih depend in a di�erent way on QL = jp1L� p2Lj, Qside =jp1side�p2sidej and Qout = jp1out�p2outj, where the indies denote the ompo-nents de�ned in the previous setion. We have used two suh generalisationsof a Gaussian weight fator (6)w2(QL; Qout; Qside) = exp �Q2L(RinL )2 �Q2out(Rinout)2 �Q2side(Rinside)22 (7)andw2(QL; Qout; Qside) = exp �Q2L(RinL )2�(1��2)Q2out(Rinout)2�Q2side(Rinside)22 ;(8)where � is de�ned as � = pout1 + pout2E1 +E2 : (9)The weight fator (8) redues to the symmetri weight fator (6) whenRinL = Rinout = Rinside = R0. The formula (8) gives nearly the same resultsas the formula (7) when Rinout is multiplied by 2. We have used both forms�nding no de�nite preferene for any of them.Flutuations in the weight values are large and the resulting �utuationsin the values of double ratios desribing the BE e�et are bigger than forthe momentum shifting method. Therefore, it is neessary to use largesamples of generated events. We found that for the samples of 5 millionevents, the �utuations visible in the plots of projetions of double ratios onomponents of Q are omparable with those seen in the experimental data



Bose-Einstein E�et from Asymmetri Soures : : : 1241shown in Fig. 1. In fat, the plots obtained for the weight method with theinput radii around 0.5 fm are visually similar to those of experimental data.However, the �tted values of the parameters from formula (2) are di�erent.Sine for the symmetri weights the resulting �tted values of Rside arebigger than the values of RL (ontrary to the inequality seen in the data),it seemed natural to take the input value of Rinside smaller than RinL . Indeeddereasing Rinside one redues the resulting �tted value of Rside but this de-pendene is not linear and saturates for Rinside around 0.3 fm. Moreover, the�tted values of other parameters hange as well although their input valueswere not hanged. Therefore, looking for the best set of input parametersin the formula for weights is a rather involved proedure.Let us add two more remarks. A replaement of the produts of Gaus-sians by the proper produts of step funtions in the formulae for weights(7), (8) leads to even bigger �utuations in the resulting distributions andwe do not advoate suh parametrisations. Finally, there is some ambigu-ity onerning the use of weights for the alulations of double ratio (1).If we use the weights only for the two-partile distributions, the two de-nominators anel and we alulate e�etively just the ratio of two-partiledistributions with- and without weights. It seems, however, that the justi�-ation for the weight method [13℄ requires using weights both for the single-and two-partile distributions. We have looked for the best set of param-eters with this presription, using a Gaussian form without the ��-fator�(7). The best set we found isRinL = 0:9 fm ; Rinout = 0:3 fm ; Rinside = 0:4 fm : (10)The resulting projetions of the double ratios are shown in Fig. 3. The�tted values of parameter we get in formula (2) areRL = 0:73 fm ; Rout = 0:54 fm ; Rside = 0:65 fm : (11)Obviously, it is now possible to reprodue the experimental hierarhyof the radii. The �tted value of � is smaller than in data (0:35 instead of0:41), but the di�erene is well within the systemati errors of the �t to theexperimental data. Note that we are not showing the errors in Fig. 3 (norquoting them in the values of parameters listed above), sine these errorsresult mainly from the �utuations in weights. Some estimate is obtainedby omparing the results for 1 and 5 million events samples; in Fig. 3 thedi�erenes are of the order of size of the points.There is a striking di�erene between the input values of the radii (10)assumed in the weight fators and the resulting best �t values (11) fromthe double ratio alulated with these weights. Although the hierarhyRL > Rside > Rout is the same in both ases, the �tted values di�er by
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QsideFig. 3. Projetions of the double ratio (1) from the PYTHIA/JETSET MC gen-erator with the asymmetri weight method for parameters (11) on the three axesQL, Qout and Qside.less than 25 %, whereas there is a di�erene by more than a fator of twobetween the input values.Moreover, further derease of the values of Rinout and Rinside hardly a�etsthe resulting double ratio and �tted values of Ri. This seems to be theinherent property of the JETSET generator, whih yields a rather strongsuppression of large values of Qi and Q2 even without any proedure imi-tating the BE e�et. Apparently this suppression dominates over the weakenhanement of low values of Qi indued by the weight fators with smallvalues of Ri. For small Rini there is no simple orrespondene between theinput and output values of radii. This looks analogous to the e�et notedalready for a symmetri BE e�et desribed by the LUBOEI proedure [25℄.
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